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A G R E E M E N T
Thi j Agreero nt is made by and between LOBLAW INC,, a domestic corporation 
on anized und *r the laws of the State of New York (liereinafter referred to as the 
"Company") pa ty of the first part and FOOD STCRE EL PLOYES' UNION, LOCAL #3U (affili­
ated with A. h . C. and B, N, A., A. F. L, - C. I. 0.), hereinafter referred to as the 
"Inion") part} of the second part,
ARTICLE I
WHEI 3AS, the above parties agree to maint; d n !harmonious relations, to agree 
Uj >n wage rates, standards and conditions of employi ent, to eliminate strikes, lockouts, 
be rcotts, stoppages of work and other forms of industrial disturbances with a view of 
er oablishing ays and means for collective bargain!) g and for arbitration of griev­
ances and disputes.
NOW, THERE]'ORE, in consideration of the im tual covenants and agreements 
] reina f ter containe i, the Company and the Union, acting through their duly author- 
i ed representatives hereby agree as ‘ollows:
J RISDICTION ARTICLE II
The terms < f this Agreement shall be applicable to al employes, except
S ore Managers, Co-M inagers and other supervisors cf the Company's stores operated
at the following locations:
Counties of Cattaraugus, Erie & Niagara, New York
Albion, New Y >rk S ilamanca, New York
Medina, New Ynrk Wsllsville, New York
Batavia, New rork W >stfield, New York
Brockport, Ne\ York E ie, Pennsylvania
Dunkirk, New York Bradford, Pennsylvania
dean, New York Carry, Pennsylvania
Fredonia, New York \ arren, Penns/^vania
Hornell, New York Iorth East, Pennsylvania
MION SHOP ARTICLE III
All employes in the bargaining unit, as a condition of employment must,
I 'm
sixty (60) days after the date of this Agreement, become and remain members of the 
Union in good standing for the Life of this Agreement. All employes hired after 
1 e date of this Agreement must, sixty (60) days af :er the date of their hiring, 
t come and remain membe ’S of the union in good standing. Good standing shall be 
c fined as the payment or tender of initiation fees and/or dues, upon written notice 
f om the Union, the Company will dismiss any employe who fails to comply with the 
p ovisions of this Article.
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CHECK-OFF ARTICLE IV
A. Upon receipt of proper written authorization from an employe, the Company agrees
to deduct from the wages of said employe dues is specified by the Union and to promptly 
forward same to the Union. It is understood that any auth ->rization for payroll de­
duction shall be voluntary on the part of the employe and may be cancelled as provided 
in the authorization notice shown below as Paragraph B.
B. TO LOELAW INC.
I hereby authorize LOHLAW INC. to deduct, commencing with the next payroll 
date following the date of this check-off thereafter, from my wages, dues payable to 
Local #3U, FOOD STORE EMPLOYE..* UNION, affiliated AtC & BW of NA, AFL - CIO. The sums 
thus to be deducted are hereby assigned by me oo sajd Local #3U» and I hereby authorize 
and direct LOHLAW INC. to remit the same to the Seer jtary - Treasurer of Local to
j is office in Buffalo, New York.
This authorization and assignment shall be irrevocable for a period of one 
3 3ar fr jm this date or until the term nation date oi the current collective bargaining 
i jreeraei.t between LOBLAW INC. and Loc 1 #3U, FOOD SICRE EMPLOYES' UNION, affiliated 
i -IC & Bl of NA, AFL - CIO, whichever vent occurs sooner, and shall continue thereafter 
:i full force and effect for yearly periods beyond the one year irrevocable period pro- 
"i ded for immediately above, and each subsequent yearly period shall be similarly ir- 
3 ?vocable unless revoked by me as fo. lows:
Any revocation during any < f the said yearly periods must be made in writing
1 r registered letter both to LOBLAW 3NC. and Local fO k , FOCD STORE EMPLOYES' UNION,
« filiated AMC & BW of NA, AFL - CIO, at the Buffalo Office of each no sooner than
2 days and no later than 10 days preceding the expiration of any such irrevocable 
} iriod.
3 lTED:_______________________________ 1 AME:______________________________________________
V [TNESSETH: ____ i DDRESS: ______________________________________
'» The Union agrees to indemnify and save the Com]any harmless against any and all 
laims, demands, suits or other forms of liability that might arise out of or by reason 
f action taken or lot taken in respt ct to deduction of dues male pursuant to the pro- 
isions of this Article.
%
W GC ASSIGNMENTS ARTICLE V
Qnployea shall perform whatever vork (either Meat or Qrocery) that the 
Store Manager, Co-Manager or the District ) anager may assign, with the understanding 
that when employes are assigned to a job p; ying a lesser rate, they will be entitled 
tc their regular rate of pay unless /hey h ve been permanently transferred to a lower 
r<- ted job.
R».TES Of PAY ARTIC E VI
A. THE GATES OF EMPLOYES ON THE PA ROLL SEPTEMBER 22, 1973, SHALL BE INCREASED DURING 
TIE TERM OF THIS CONTRACT IN ACCORD.iNCE WITH THE FtLLOWING SCHEDULE, OR TO THE RATE 
01 THE STORE FOR HEAD CUTTER, ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER, PRODUCE HEAD, AND HEAD CASHIER,
, i
Q  TO THE CONTRACT RATE OUTLINED BELOW, WHICHEVER IS GREATER:
% Classification
Effective 9/23/73 
Per Per
Week Hour
Effective 9/22 71* 
Per Per
Week Hour
Effective 9/21/7$ 
Per Per
Week Hour
Assistant Manager The at >re rate based on avg. weekly grocery & produce sales.
Produce Head The store rate based on avg. weekly grocery & produce sales.
Hoad Cutter The store rate based <on avg. weekly meat sales.
F jrst Cutter $ 8.00 $ .200 $ 8.80 $ .220 $ 9.60 $ .21*0
J mmeyman Cutter 8.00 .200 8.80 .220 9.60 .21*0
Apprentice Cutter 8.00 .2 00 8.80 .220 9.60 .21*0
FT Chec cer-Receivar-Stocker 
Hired P'ior to 9/23/73 8.00 .200 8.80 .220 9.60 .2L0
FT Checker-Wrapper-Stocker 
Hired Prior to 9/23/73 8.00 .200 8.80 .220 9.60 .21*0
PT Journeyman Cutter - .200 - .220 - .21*0
PT Employes Hired Prior
to 9/23/73 - .200 - .220 - .21*0
FT Checcer-Receiver-Stocker & 
FT Chec <er-Wrapper-Stocker
Hired After 9/22/73 lone None None None None None
PT Employes (Except PT 
Journeyman Cutter; Hired 
After 9/22/73 None None None
B. THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM RATES WILL BE PAID DURING THE TERM OF THIS CONTRACT:
E ffective 9/22/71* Effective 9/21/7$. 
Per Par Per Per Per
Hour W aek Hour Week HourC1 assification
ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER 
Grocer; & Produce Sales To: 
$ 8,00C.
$ 8,ooc. to $17,500.
$3.7,50(. to $26,000.
Over $26,000.
Effective 9/23/v3 
Per 
Week
$198.50 $1*.963 $  07.30
201.50 5.038 :10.30
20U.50 5.113 213.30
207.50 5.188 216.30
$5,183 $216.90 $5.1*23
5.258 219.90 5.U98
5.333 222.90 5.573
5.1*08 225.90 5.61*8
3
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ARTICLE VI - RATES OF PAY - Cant'd,
Effective 9/21/73 Effective 9/22/71* Effective 9/21/75
Per Per Per Per T e r
Cl S3ification Week Hour Week Hour Week Hour •
PiODUCI HEAD •
Grocery & Produce Sales To: *
$ 8,00C . $188.50 $U.713 $3 97.30 $i*.933 $206.90 $5,173
$ 8,000. to $1.7,500. 191.50 1*.788 200.30 5.008 209.90 5.21*8
$17,500 to $26,000. 19U.50 U .863 203.30 5.083 212.90 5.323
Over $26,000. 197.50 1*.938 206.30 5.158 215.90 5.398
FULL TE 2 CHECKER-RECEIVER-
STOCKER HIRED PRIOR TO 9/23/73:
1st 6 m- nths $137.60 $3.1*1*0 $11*6.1*0 $3,660 $156.00 $3,900
2nd 6 months 11*0.80 3.520 11*9.60 3.71*0 159.20 3.980
2nd yeir 11*5.60 3.61*0 15U.U0 3.860 161*.00 l*.ioo
3rd ye«*r 150.80 3.770 159.60 3.990 169.20 U.230
Thereaj ter 155.60 3.890 161*.1*0 U .110 17U.00 U.350
(FT Ch< cker-Receiver-Stocker
Hired , fter 9/22/73, See Below)
FILL TIME CHECKER-WRAPPER-
SHOCKS HIRED PRIOR TO 9/23/73:
Lit 6 ir onths $112.00 $2,800 $120.80 $3,020 $130.1*0
2nd 6 months 117.00 2.925 125.80 3.11*5 135.1*0 3.3851 i b a r
3itl 6 m nths 121.00 3.025 129.80 3.21*5 139.1*0 3.1*85 ^
l*th 6 ir nths 125.00 3.125 133.80 3.31*5 11*3.1*0 3.585
Thereaf er 129.00 3.225 137.80 3.1*1*5 11*7.1*0 3.685
(FT Cht oker-Wrapper-Stocker
Hired ;fter 9/22/73, See Below) !
HEAD Cl ITER
Meat Si Les to $1*,500* $215.50 $5,308 $2 2U .30 $5,608 $233.90 $5.81*8
$ U,50( to $ 7,000. 217.50 5.1*38 226.30 5.658 235.90 5.898
$ 7,000. to $10,000. 219.50 5.1*88 228.30 5.708 237.90 5.91*8
$10,000. to $12,500. 221.50 5.538 230.30 5.758 239.90 5.998
$12,500 to $15,000. 223.50 5.588 232.30 5.808 21*1.90 6.0118
Over $15,000. 225.50 5.638 23U .30 5.858 21*3.90 6.0y8
FIRST CUTTER $203.50 $5.C38 $212.30 $5,308 $221.90 $5.51*8
JOURNEY iAN MEAT CUTTER $195.50 $1**838 $201*.30 $5,108 $213.90 $5.31*8
APPRENT ECE MEAT CUTTER
1st £ months $161*. 00 $l*.ioo $172.80 $1*.320 $182.1*0 $1*.560
Next 1* l ’onths 169.00 U.225 177.80 1*.1*1*5 187.1*0 1*.685
2nd 6 m -nths 17U.00 U.350 182.80 U.570 192.1*0 I*.8l0
3rd 6 m mths 179.00 U.U75 187.80 1*.695 197.1*0 U.935
l*th 6 m nths 18U .00 1*.600 192.80 1*.820 202.1*0 5.060
Then JMC RATE IF QUALIFIED
HEAD CA ,H i m  DIFFERENTIALS 
Stores dth Total Weekly S 
$20 000,
$20^000. to $1*0,000.
Over $1*0,000.
$ .150 over hourly rate 
$ .200 over hourly rate 
$ .375 over hourly rate
$ 6.00 over -weekly rate 
$ 8.00 over weekly rate 
$15.00 over weekly rate
PT JOURNEYMAN CUTTER 
1st year 
Thereafter
PT aiFLIXES HIRED PRIOR TO 9/23/73: 
1st 6 ironths 
2nd 6 months 
3rd 6 months 
Thereaf er
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HOURLY RATES EFFECTIVE
m i n i m n r 9/21/75
TTi-sS? $ 1*.755 $ 1*. 995
1* .685 U .905 5.11*5
$ 2.200 $ 2.1*20 $ 2.660
2.300 2.520 2.760
2.1*00 2.620 2.860
2.500 2.720 2.960
AH :ICLE VI - HATES OF PAY - Cont'd.
RATES EFFECTIVE 9/23/73 THROUGH 9/26/76 
(General Increases Effective 9/22/7u and 
9/21/7$ DO NOT APPLY)
Per Week Per Hour
Rate Effective 9/23/73
Classification
1st 6 months 
2nd 6 months 
2nd year 
3rd year 
Thereafter
FT CHECKER-RECEIVER-S ‘OCKER HIRED 
AFTER 9 / 2 2 / 7 3 _________________/2 /73 $137.60
XU0.80
1145.60150.80
155.60
$3.WiO
3.520
3.61+0
3.770
3.890
1st 6 ironths 
2nd 6 ironths 
3rd 6 ironths 
1+th 6 rr anths 
Thereafter
FT CHEC KER-WRAPPER-ST1 CKER HIRED 
AFTER 5/22/73____________________
$112.00
117.00
121.00
125.00
129.00
$2,800
2.925
3.025
3.125
3.225
1st 6 r onths 
2nd 6 months 
3rd 6 months 
Thereafter
PT EMPIOYES HIRED AFTER 9/22/73 
(Excepl PT Journeyman Cutter)
$2,200
2.300
2 . 1+00
2.500
PART TIME, EXCEPT PART TIME MEAT CUTTERS, SHALL REC1 IVE $ .150 PER HOUR LESS DURING jy \  
60 DAY PROBATIONARY PERIOD.
C. AN EMPLOYE, OTHER THAN A CLASSIFIED EMPLOYE, WHO CARRIES STORE KEYS FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF LOCKING UF AT NIGHT OR OPENING THE STORE IN THE MORNING SHALL BE PAID $5.00 PER WEEK 
OVER TiE EMP YE'S REGULAR RATE ANY WEEK IN WHICH THE EMPLOYE ACTUALLY PERFORMS THIS 
FUNCTION.
D. It is agreed that during the term of th s Agreement, no employe's wage will be re­
duced below the amount they are receiving a the present time, except where rates are 
based on volume of sales or changes of posi ion are necessary due to lack of ability.
E. Rates based on sales shall be reviewed md adjusted when necessary, based on aver­
age sales in the twenty-six full calendar weeks ending four weeks prior to any effective 
date oJ any general rate change or contract renewal date.
F. In new stores, ar.d stores which undergo major remodeling, rates based on sales will 
be determined by the average weekly volume in the twelve (12) weeks following opening 
week. Vhere necessary, retro-active^ adjustments will be made back to the Monday pre­
ceding the opening day of the store*
^  G. At Lght shift differential of 25# per hour from 6:00 p. M. until midnight, and 35$ 
per hoi r from midnight until 8:00 A. M., shall be paid to any full time employe who 
works tight shift hours when the store *s not open for business.
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H. Pull time employes who e :*e scheduled to «>rk days, and who commence their day shift 
prior to 6:00 A. M. will be paid 2 ^  per hour* for the hours worked from a starting tim? 
before 6:00 A. M. to 9:00 A. M. Monday through Thursday, and to 8:30 A* M. Friday and 
Saturday.
I. An employ: who works forty (UO) hours a week for six consecutive weeks is to be 
considered a full time employe. This does not include part time employes temporarily 
working full tune as "Vacation Relief" or to replace an employe away on leave of absence 
or because of llness. The Company will notify the Union of part time employes tempo­
rarily working full time for reasons as stated above. Part time employes working tem­
porary kill ti ne shall be paid the applicabl 3 full time hourly rate for their classifi­
cation or their regular hourly rate of pay, whichever is greater. Temporary full time 
employe, returning to part time shall return to their regular part time hourly rate of 
pay.
Pull time employes (excluding empl jyes temporarily working full time during 
vacation period or as a replf cement for an aosent employe) reduced to part time will 
continue to receive their full I time hourly rate unless the change is made at the re­
quest of the employe, in which case the rate shall be the appropriate part time rate in 
ac :ordance with length of service.
J. Part time employes advanced to regular full time shall be given credit for continu­
ous part time service with the Company on the basis that each full year of part time 
service shall equal one-half year of full time service in establishing the employe's 
full time rale of pay. This shall apply also to pait time employes advanced temporarily 
to full timej however, they shall be paid their regilar part time rate when they return 
to part time. (Where applicable, previous full time experience will also be credited, 
as provided under Article VII below, when part time are advanced to regular full time.)
K. The starting rate in the Apprentice MeaH Cutter classification of $5.00 per week 
below t. e wage schedule for a period of two months, shall apply only to employes who 
have ne* er worked for the Company previously, either full time or part time, and to em­
ployes uho do not qualify for Union certified previous full time experience credit, as 
set forth in Article VII.
L. Pull time employes shall be paid at time and one-half their regular hourly rate of 
pay for hours worked while taking inventory.
ARTICLE VI - RATES OF PAY - lont'd.
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AE ICLE VI - RATES OF PAY - Cont'd
M. A Journeyman Meat Cutter is defj led as ai employe who is capable of cutting and 
pieparing meat in forms acceptable 1 j the ret-ail trade and in a manner that will yield 
t: a maximum of profitable cuts from a carcas3. Such employe must also be proficient 
i waiting on customers and have the knowledge and ability to perform the general de­
tailed tasks in a Meat and Fish Dep; rtment.
No An employe who for any reason acts as a Store > anager for one or more full days 
in a week in addition to the Managei's regul ir day off, will be paid per hour for 
tj Tie so worked. Employes acting as Store Ma lagers for less than a full day, in addi­
tion to the Manager's regular day oif will receive no added compensation. AN EMPLOYE 
A( TING AS A STORE MANAGER FOR A FULL CALENDAR WEEK WILL BE PAID FORTY ($1*0.00) DOLLARS 
M( !E PER WEEK THAN HIC REGULAR WEEKLY RATE FOR UP TO FORTY-THREE (1*3) HOURS WORK PER 
W EK. Work performed in excess of forty-three (U3) hours per week shall be paid at the 
rite of time and one half (l^ g) the eiploye's adjusted rate. No daily overtime shall be 
paid on the first forty-three (1*3) h urs work performed in the week.
0. A FIRST CUTTER WHO REPLACES A HEaD CUTTER FOR THIRTY-TWO (32) HOURS IN A CALENDAR 
WEEK (OR A WEEK WHILE A HEAD CUTTER IS ON VACATION) WILL RECEIVE THE CONTRACT RATE OF 
t AD CUTTER OF THAT STORE FOR THAT WFEK.
F A JOURNEY! AN MEAT CUTTER WHO REPI ACES OR ACTS AS A FIRST CUTTER FOR THIRTY-TWO (32)
H )URS IN A CALENDAR WEEK WILL RECEIVE THE CONTRACT BATE FOR FIRST CUTTER FOR THAT WEEK.
Q . A CHECKER-WRAPFER-STOCKER WHO AC1S AS A HEAD CASHIER FOR THIRTY-TWO (32) HOURS IN 
; CALENDAR WEEK WILL BE PAID THE HEAI CASHIER DIFFERENTIAL APPLICABLE TO THE STORE OF 
EMPLOYMENT. ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION WILL NCT BE PAID TO EMPLOYES WHO ACT AS HEAD CASH- 
] IRS FOR LESS THAN THIRTY-T 10 (32) H( URS IN A CALENDAR WEEK.
b AN EMPLOYE WHO ACTS AS .iN ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER FOR THIRTY-TWO (32) HOURS IN A 
C LENDAR WEEK WILL BE PAID '’HE CONTR/CT RATE FOR ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER AT THE STORE 
INVOLVED. AN EMPLOYE WHO ACTS AS AN ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER FCR LESS THAN THIRTY-TWO 
(32) HOURS IN A CALENDAR WEEK WILL BE PAID NO ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION.
S. A Produce Head who is on vacation or is temporarily absent for personal reasons 
t >r a full calendar week will be replaced. A Produce Head absent from his duties as a 
I oduce Head at the request of the Company shall be replaced commencing with the first full 
< iy of absence of the Produce Head. A replacement for a Produce Head shall be paid 
1 \e Produce Head rate for that store.
1 "Full Calendar Week" or "Full Week" as referred to in this Article, shall mean any 
i ve ($) days between Sunday and Saturday inclusive.
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ARTICLE VI - tATES OF PAY - Cont'd
U. FULL TIMB CHECKER-WRAPPER-STOCKEh3 WHO V ERE REDUCED BY THE COMPANY TO PART TIME 
SUBSEQUENT TC THEIR FULL TIME STARTING DATE WILL BE BROUGHT UP TO THE HOURLY RATE THEY 
WOULD HAVE RECEIVED HAD THEY NOT BEEN REDUCID. THE APPROPRIATE RATE IS TO BE DETER­
MINED BY THE COMPANY AND THE UNION, i ND THE ADJUST'D RATE WILL BE BROUGHT UP OVER THE 
TERM OF THE CONTRACT.
HIRING (Previous Experience) CREDIT AI TICLE VII
PROVEN PREVIOUS FULL TIME J ND PAR TIME EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY WILL BE 
RECOGNIZED BY THE COMPANY FOR THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING WEEKLY WAGE RATES ONLY. COM­
PLETED FULL MONTHS OF FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT AND $(# OF COMPLETED FULL MONTHS OF PART TIME 
EMPLOYMENT WILL BE COUNTED IN DETERMINING THE LENGTH OF SERVICE TO BE CREDITED. THE
AMOUNT OF CREDIT SHALL BE LIMITED TO REVIOUS EXPEI PENCE IN THE TWO YEARS IMMEDIATELY} I
PRECEDING THE DATE OF EMPLOYMENT AND WILL NOT BE AIDED TO THE EMPLOYE'S JOB RATE UNTIL 
THE MONDAY OF THE WEEK IN WHICH WRITTEN CERTIFICAT] )N IS RECEIVED FROM THE UNION. In
no event will past service credits be applied unless certified to by the Union.
wage rate of employes credited with previous experience who have never worked for the
Company previously shall be established at tne bracket one step lower than the full
credit would call for.
LENGTH OF SERVICE INCREASES ARTICLE VIII
It is agreed that to simplify the process ?f granting increases based on 
length of service, all such increases which become due in any calendar month shall be­
come effective as of the first day of the we<k in which the l$th of the month falls.
HOIRS AND OVERTIME - FULL TIME EMPLOYES ARTICLE IX
A. The normal work week of full time employes shall consist of either five (5) days 
of eight (8) hours each or one (l) day of six hours, three (3) days of eight (8) hours
\^^band one (1) day of ten (10D hours. Time wor red in excess of six (6), eight (8) or ten 
(10) hours in a day, as the case may be, or orty (1.0) hours in a week shall be paid 
\-' A, at the rate of time and one-half the regular hourly rate, but overtime payments shall 
d not be duplicated for the same hours worked.
B. (1) FULL TIME EMPLOYES MAY BE SCP.EDULED AS PRCT IDED IN SUB-PARAGRAPHS (2), (3), (h) 
AND (£) BELOW. The six (6) hour day snail tx sched\J.ed to commence no later than the 
opening hour of the store. No lunch hour wijl be scheduled on the six (6) hour day, 
unless requested by the employe.
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ARTICLE LX -  HOURS AND OVERTIME - FULL TIME EMPLOYES - Cont»d
B. (2) Full time employes may be scheduled at straight time rates on shifts commenc­
ing at my time from 6:00 A. M. to 12:00 noon, whether or not the store is open for 
busines ; after 6:00 P. M.
(3) In scores which close at 9*00 P. M. or jarlier, full time cashiers may be 
schedu] 3d to vork from 12 :1$ P. M. to 9:15 P. M. at straight time. Other full time em­
ployes lay be scheduled to '*ork from 12:30 P. M. to 9:30 P. M. at straight time. Time 
worked fter 9:00 P. K. shall be devoted to duties incidental to the closing of the 
store arid shall, not be used for the purpose of restocking.
(li) In stores which closs later than 9:00 P. M., full time employes may be sched- 
u.' ed at straight time rates on shifts commencing at any time from 6:00 A. M. to 1:1$
P M.
($) IN ADDITION VO THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN SUB-PARAGRAPHS (2), (3) AND (U) 
ABOVE, THREE FULL TIMj. EMPLOYES PER STORE MAY BE SCHEDULED FRCM 3:00 P. M. TO MIDNIGHT 
WITHOUT PENALTY. THIS, HOWEVER, DOES NOT VOID THE NIGHT SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL AS SET 
FORTH H, ARTICLE VI, PARAGRAPH G.
C . Full time employes who are scheduled to work day;; and who commence their day shift 
p *ior to 6:00 A. M. will be paid $ .2$ per hour for 01 hours worked from a starting
t me before 6:00 A. M. to 9:00 A. M. Monday through Vhursday, and 8:30 A. M. Friday 
a id Saturday, as provided in Article VI, Paragraph P.
D. Regularly scheduled night stockers (full time eiployes) shall be paid the regular
straight time hourly rate, plus any premium to whic) they may be entitled for night 
work, as provided in Article VI, Paragraph G. A full time employe who is scheduled to
work days during a week may not be used as a night stocker that same week except in
case of emergency. Emergency night stockers, after having worked one night in a week 
regardless of circumstances, shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half their regu­
lar hourly rate for vork performed between the hours of 6:00 P. M. and 6:00 A. M.
HOURS AND OVERTIME - PART TIME EMPLOYES ARTICLE X
A. NO PART TIME EMP1 OYE WHO IS SCHEDULED TO WORK SHALL BE SCHEDULED FOR LESS THAN
TWENTY (20) HOURS WOR C PER WEEK, UNLESS IT IS NECESSARY TO CALL IN A REPLACEMENT FOR
A SCHEDULED EMPLOYE WHO DOES NOT REPORT AS .CHEDULED. The replacement employe will be
8 ibject to the part time "call-in" provision of Article XIII, Paragraph B.
B. PART TIME EMPLOYES SHALL NOT BE SCHEDULED TO WORK MORE THAN FIVE (5) DAYS IN A 
WEEK.
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ARTICLE l  - HOURS AND OVERT It 3 - PART TIME EMPLOYES - Cont'd
C. PART TIME EMPLOYES SHALL 5E PAID AT THE RATE OF ?IME AND ONE-HALF FOR WORK PERFORMED 
ON A SUNDAY, )N A HOLIDAY (AS CONTAINED IN ARTICLE 30111, PARAGRAPH D), AFTER EIGHT (8) 
HOURS E i A DA ' OR AFTER TWENTY-EIGHT (28) HOURS IN A WEEK, BUT OVERTIME PAYMENTS SHALL 
NOT BE ] UFLICATED FOR THE SAME HOURS WORKED.
D. Qua ified part time employes who .pply for full time work will be given every con­
sider at >n in filling job openings.
FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS ; RTICLE 3GE
A. FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS WILL BE POCTED FOR ONE WEEK IN EACH STORE WITHIN A SENIORITY 
AREA.
B. FEMALE BIDS FOR JOB OPENINGS WILL BE CONSIDERED ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS.
WORK SC EDULES ARTICLE XII
A. WCR : SCHEDULES FOR FULL TIME AND PART TIME EMPLOYES WILL BE POSTED BY SATURDAY NOON 
FOR THP FOLLOWING WEEK. Schedules are to be written in ink and shall be initialed by 
the store Union Steward prior to posting. Schedules once posted may be added to, but 
not reduced. Employes who are not scheduled to work on Saturday will be advised of 
their schedule for the following week before they leave the store on their last day of 
work tP t week.
B. A c ange in the schedule of a full time employe shall be permi tted on eight hours 
notice n event of the absence of another scheduled full time emp oye. In such event, 
a full ime employe may refuse to permit his work schedule to be changed if it will 
serious .y interfere with his personal affairs.
C. There shall be no split shifts. This means that each employ; shall work the hours
; /of his or her shift continuously except for the lunch period which shall not be of less 
than on ; hour duration at mid-day. Evening lunch pe riods may be scheduled for less 
than on > hour. Employes must be permitted to work «• t least two hours before their 
lunch p riod. Students shall be permitted to work l oth before and after school hours 
on the ame day.
CALL-H i RTICLE XIII
A. A i all time employe called in to work or his scheduled day off shall be paid at 
the rate of time and one-half (l^ g) his regular rate for all hours so worked. Minimum 
call-in shall be four (U) hours.
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AFTICLE HI! - CALL-IN - Cont'd
B. No part time employe shall be scheduled for a work day which will produce less than 
fc it (U) hours pay unless the employi reports for work less than four (U) hours prior 
to the closing hour of the store, in which case he shall be permitted to work until the 
closing hour of the store. If scheduled to report for work at a time when the store is 
net open for business, part time employes shall be given the opportunity to earn the 
equivalent of four (U) hours straight time pay. This section shall not apply to pre- 
sciool hours•
C. Employes required to work before their duly scheduled starting time, or after their 
duly scheduled quitting time, shall not be giv&i compensating time off for the purpose 
of avoiding /he application of over iime wage raues.
REST PERIODS ARTICLE XIV
l o
AVi full time employes shall be given a rest period of fifteen (1$) minutes 
before lunch and fifteen (15>) minutes after lunch. Part time employes shall also be 
given fifteen (l£) minute rest periods if scheduled to work at least four (U) hours. 
Employes shall not be given rest periods until they have worked at least one hour. EM­
PLOYES SCHEDULED TO WORK A SIX (6) HOUR DAY SHALL HE GIVEN ONE FIFTEEN (l$) MINUTE REST 
PERI CD 1  APPROXIMATELY MID-SHIFT. EMPLOYES SCHEDULED TO WORK AT LEAST SEVEN (7) HOURS 
IN A DA f SHALL BE GIVEN TWO (2) REST PERIODS OF FIFTEEN (15) MINUTES EACH.
ACCIDEF 'S ARTICLE XV
All full time employes who are injured while employed in their regular duties 
by the ompany, who because of such injury are required to remain away from work will, 
upon pr sent at ion of a Doctor's Certificate stating that the absence was necessary, be 
paid fo lost time at 2/3rds of the regular rate of pay. Such payments shall not extend 
beyond seven consecutive days for any accident. An employe injured on the job shall be 
paid ir full for the day the injury occurs.
FUNERAl TIME ARTICLE XVI
A. In /he event of death in the immediate family, full time employes will be allowed 
;is "lea e" the thi,ae days immediately following the death with straight time oay for 
any of -he three days which are reg Harly scheduled working days. If the funeral is 
Field or the fourth (Uth) day following the death, the employe will also be paid for the 
fourth Uth) day, provided that day is one of the employe's regularly scheduled working 
cays, { id further provided the employe attends the funeral.
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B. In the event of death in the immediate family, part time employes shall be allowed 
at "leave" the day of the funeral with straight time pay for the hours, if any, they 
were scheduled to work the day of the funeral.
C. Members of the immediate family are defined as Grandparents, Father, Father-in-Law, 
Me ther, .iother-in-Law, Sister, Brother, Spouse, Son, Daughter, or any inlaw or relative 
with whom the employe may be residing at the time of death.
A; TICLE XVI - FUNERAL TIME - Cont'd.
cm
1
D. IN THE EVENT OF THE DEATH OF AN EMP ,OYE‘S BROTHER-IN-LAW, SISTER-IN-LAW CM GRANDCHILD, 
THAT EMPLOYE SHALL BE ALLOWED AS "LEAVE 1 THE DAY OF THE FUNERAL WITH STRAIGHT TIME PAY 
FOP: THE HOURS, IF ANY, THE EMPLOYE WAS SCHEDULED TO WORK THE DAY OF THE FUNERAL.
(1
TRANSPORTATION ARTICLE XVII - 5 ^
CIO
't o o
An employe temporarily transferred to a s' ore outside a metropolitan area and 
less than twenty (20) miles from his home, will be paid an allowance of ten (10^) cents 
for eacli mile of additional travel during the period of temporary service. An employe 
temporarily transferred to a store outside a metropolitan area and more than twenty (20) 
miles from his home, will be paid an allowance of t m  (10£) cents per mile each way ortce 
a week and, ii addition, will be paid twelve ($12.00) dollars for each day away from 
home to cover board and room provided he actually lives during the week in the town to 
which ht is transferred.
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS ARTICLE XVIII
A. A fill time employe shall be paid at the rate o double time for work performed on 
Sunday, except in case of emergency when straight t me shall be paid.
B. Norral Sunday work for full time employes shall be in addition to their regular 
work we< k, however'1, Sunday hours shall not be counted in computing overtime payments.
C. PAR1’ TIME EMF1 OYES SHALL BE PAID AT THE RATE OF TIME AND ONE-HALF (l^ g) FOR WORK PER­
FORMED JN A SUNDAY OR ON A HOLIDAY CONTAINED IN PARAGRAPH D BELOW.
r>
o f o
D. The following holidays will be recognized:
New Year's Day 
Independence Day 
Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day 
Labor Day 
Christmas Day
l , Dui mg a week in which a recognized holiday occurs or is obterved, full time em­
ployes ;hall be scheduled to work forty (1*0) hours and, in addition, shall be paid eight 
Tours ; traight time pay for the holiday, provided the employe works the scheduled day 
1 efore and the scheduled day following the holiday.
1 • A ull time employe who works pa t of the holiday week and is absent due to proven 
:lines ; or injury will receive the holiday pay.
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ARTICLE XVIII - SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS - Cont'd
■ ■ A full ti ne employe shall be paid at the rate of double time for work performed on 
any of the above mentioned legal holidays except in case of emergency when straight 
tire shall be paid. Full time employes who are scheduled to work on a legal holiday 
shall ha/e the option to work six (6) days -hat week.
H. AFTEt SIX (6) MONTHS CONTINUOUS FULL T I E  SERVICE, FULL TIME EMPLOYES SHALL BE
—  -— - - -- ------
GBEN TVO (2) PERSONAL HOLIDAYS EACH TWELVE (12) MONTH PERIOD COMMENCING AUGUST 1, EACH 
YEAR. The Company shall be given two (2) w eks written notice of an employe's choice 
of date to observe 1 is personal holiday. T e personal holiday cannot be used to extend
a vacation period. lie date of a personal oliday is subject to Company approval in 
order of seniority, but the Company shall net withhold approval of a request for a per­
sonal holiday unless the gr; in ting would interfere with the efficient operation of the 
store.
I. EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 22, 197U, FULL TIME EMPLOYES WITH AT LEAST SIX (6) MONTHS FULL 
TIME SERVICE SHALL BE GRANTED A THIRD PERSONAL HOLIDAY ON THE SAME BASIS AS PROVIDED 
IN PARAGRAPH H ABOVE.
J PART T M  EMPLOYES WHO WORK DURING A HOL DAY WE K WILL BE PAID AN ADDITIONAL FIFTY 
( 0^) CENTS 1 SR HOUR FOR EACH HOUR WORKED DU iING TI I HOLIDAY WEEK. THIS ADDITIONAL SUM
0 ’ FIFIY (50f ) CENTS PER HOUR SHALL BB; CONSIDERED A > HOLIDAY PAY FOR THE WEEKS IN WHICH
1 IE HOIIDAYS DESIGNATED IN PARAGRAPH "D" ABOVE OCCUR.
K. Part timi employes who qualify for vacation pay will receive eight (8) hours personal 
h Dliday pay on their anniversary of employment to be paid with their vacation check.
(ihis represents the equivalent of two (2) personal holiday allowances of four (U) hours 
e iCh.)
I . EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 22, l? 7 h , PART TIME EMPLOYES WHO QUALIFY FOR VACATION PAY WILL 
I ’-CEIVE TWELVE (12) HOURS PERSONAL HOLIDAY PAY ON THEIR ANNIVERSARY OF EMPLOYMENT TO BE 
} .ID WITH THEIR VACATION CHECK. (THIS REPRESENTS THE EQUIVALENT OF THREE (3) PERSONAL 
E LIDAY ALLOWANCES OF FOUR (U) HOURS EACH.)
\ CATIONS ARTICLE XIX
t .  Regular full time employes shall be granted vacations with pay on anniversary of
c ntinuous full time employment as follows:
1 year 
3 years 
8 years 
1$ yeai 3 
25 years
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 197l| - 20 YEARS
1 voek
2 weeks
3 weeks 
U weeks 
5 weeks
5 WEEKS
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B. The time cf vacation shall be fixed by the Company at any mutually convenient time 
during the calendar year. In the event of conflict in requests of employes for vaca­
tion time off3 preference shall be given in order of seniority.
C. Arrengemerts must be made to perm t employes to enjoy earned vacation between the 
actual employ! ent anniversary date and the end of the calendar year in which it occurs. 
Where ne cessa y, vacations du ; in the months of November and December may be carried 
over to January of the following year.
D. After a f ill time employe has qualified for his first one week vacation, he auto­
matically qua ifies foi future one week vacations as of January 1st of each year.
E. After a i 11 time employe has quelified for two weeks vacation, he automatically 
qualifies for future two week vacations as of January 1st of each year.
F. After a full time employe has qualified for three weeks vacation, he automatically 
qualifies for future three week vacations as of January 1st of each year.
G. After a full time employe has qualified for four weeks vacation, he automatically 
qualifies for future four week vacations as of January 1st of each year.
H. Afte r a f ill time employe has qualified for five weeks vacation, he automatically 
qualifies for future five week vacations as of January 1st of each year.
I. A former ull time employe who on January 1st of any year is employed as a part 
time employe nd who, on his or her next anniversary of full time employment is again 
working full H ime shall be granted full tire vacation allowance as set forth in Para­
graph "A" of this Article.
J. If i full, time employe qualifies for vacation on January 1st and is due to complete: 
service necessary far additional vacation time later in th3 year he may take the time 
earned in Jar uary 1st early or wait and take all vacation time together.
K. If an employe who hats not taken the vacation earned on his anniversary of employ­
ment 01 on January 1st as the case may be, leaves the employ of the Company (regardless 
of whet er or not 1 9 gives notice) or is separated for any reason other than dishonesty, 
he will receive his vacation pay at the tire of leaving, how aver, in no event may an 
employ receive more than one (1) vacation ;ntitlement during a calendar year.
L. Lo, , time totaling less than ninety (9C days in any calendar year shall not affect
vacatic 1 rights. Lost time for any reason excluding leaves of absence for m  litar.y
|
service , totaling more than ninety (90) days in a calendar year shall have the follow­
ing ef. ;ct upon vacation entitlement the fcllowing calendar year:
ARTICLE a i  - VACATIONS - Cont'd.
1U
ARTICLE XEX - VACATIONS - Cont'd
Lost time of more than ninety (90 i days, but not over 
one hundred eighty (180) d a ^  sha31 reduce vacation and 
vacation pay by 2$%.
Lost time of more than one hundred eighty (180) days, 
but not over two hundred seventy (270; days shall re­
duce vacation and vacation pay by £0%.
Lost time of more than two hundred seventy (270) days 
shall disqualify for vacation.
M Part time employes including full time employes reduced to part time status who io 
n t qualify for full time vacation entitlement as provided in Paragraphs A, D, E, F,
G, H, I and J above, who have worked a minimum of five hundred twenty (£20) hours in 
the fifty-two (£2) weeks preceding their anniversary date shall be paid a vacation 
allowance on anniversary of employment, the amount of which shall be determined by 
dividing by fifty-two (£2) the total of hours worked in the year preceding the anni- 
Y Q , versary date. EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 197U, PRO-RATA PART TIME VACATION ALLOWANCE, AS 
DETERMINED BY THE ABOVE FORMULA, WILL BE MULTIPLIED BY 2, 3, H OR £, AS THE CASE MAY 
BE, BASED ON TOTAL PART TIKE SERVICE, THE S. ME AS FULL TIME SERVICE AS SET FORTH IN 
PARAGRAPH "A" ABOVE. Actual time off if requested, may be taken at a mutually conven­
ient time during the current calendar year. Part time employes will not be required to 
take vacation time off unless they so desire.
N. Part time employes with one or more year's service who are promoted to regular full 
time will be paid a pro-rata allowance for part time service from the date of their 
last anniversary of part time service to the date they become regular full time, pro­
vided this pjriod is in excess of thirty (30) days. The employe's starting date as a 
full time emsloye will then become his anni' srsary date for full time vacations.
O. EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 197U, PART TIME E M  LOYES ADVANCED TO REGULAR FULL TIME WILL HE 
GIVEN ONE YE.tR OF CREDIT TOWARD FULL TIME VACATION ENTITLEMENT FOR EACH FULL TWO YEARS 
OF PART TIME SERVICE WITH THE COMPANY. THIS SHALL ALSO APPLY TO FULL TIME EMPLOYES ON 
TIDE PAYROLL JANUARY 1, 197k , WHO HAVE HAD SUFFICIENT PREVIOUS PART TIME SERVICE WITH 
THE COMPANY TO QUALIFY. APPLICABLE CREDIT WILL BE APPLIED EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 197U.
LAUNDRY
Cj?
he overs,
ARTICLE XX
The Company agrees to furnish and launder without charge, all aprons, coats, 
head bands, etc. used by employes in the operation of the store.
X
APPRENTICES ■ RTICLE XXI
The Company will furnish the Union with a list of employes classified as Meat 
Cutter Apprentices as of the effective date of the Contract and shall advise the Union 
of all changas of personnel in this classification.
l£
R' LES ARTICLE m i
A. Employes shall observe the rules end regulations of the Com] any. Willful viola­
tions, dishonesty, incompetency, gross insubordination, or neglect shall be cause for 
re duction in job classification, layoff, discharge or other disciplinary action.
B All amployes shall maintain their personal appearance in a manner acceptable in 
t e retail food business during working hours. MATTERS CONCERNING GROOMING OR DRESS
S [ALL BE HANDLED ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS.
C Any reasonable rule of the Company requiring physical or medical examination will 
b ; promptly complied with by members of the Union.
L *VES t F ABSENCE ARTICLE Hill
A . Leases of absence without pay which in the opinion of the Union and the Company 
a -e necf ssitated by circumstances beyond the control of the employe may be granted 
a ly employe for per: ods not to exceed three months on any single occasion.
I . A leave of absence without pay for the purpose of matrimony shall be granted em- 
] loyes for a period not to exceed two weeks in addition to any other leave of absence 
c which the employe may be entitled and regardless of length of service.
> Leaves of absence without pay, for an employe's personal convenience may be granted 
i Lth the approval of the Union and the Company.
I , MATERNITY LEAVE OF ABSENCE SHALL BE GRANTED PROVIDED THE REQUEST IS IN WRITING AND 
: i ACCOMPANIED BY A PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT VERIFYING PREGNANCY AND THE ANTICIPATED DATE 
( ? BIRTH. THE EMPLOYE SHALL BE REQUIRED TO FURNISH THE EMPLOYER WITH SUCH NOTIFICATION 
F ICR TO THE END OF THE FIFTH (5TH) MONTH OF PREGNANCY. THE LEAVE WILL COMMENCE AT THE 
T ME REQUESTED BY THE EMPLOYE'S PHYSICIAN AND WILL EXPIRE NINETY (90) DAYS AFTER THE 
I TE OF BIRTH OR MISCARRIAGE UNLESS THE EMPLOYE'S DOCTOR CERTIFIES THAT A LONGER PERIOD 
( TIME IS NECESSARY. HOWEVER, THE LEAVE OF ABSENCE WILL NOT BE EXTENDED BEYOND ONEl
( ) YEAR. THE EMPLOYE MUST GIVE FOtt TEEN (lU) DAYS NOTICE OF DESIRE TO RETURN TO WORK 
/ D MUST PRESENT A CLEAR RELEASE FRO THE ATTENDING PHYSICIAN.
} Employes on leave of absence shaj1 not build up service credits on lengti of ser-
• ice wage rates during the period of the leave. 
i . An employe on leave of absence may not hold another job.
( . Employes on leave of absence must return to work at the expiration of their leave. 
J ailure to do so will constitute a voluntary termination of the employe.
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H. Emp oyes off because of illness or injury for extended periods must periodically 
advise -he Bu'falo Personnel Department, if employed in Division I, or their District 
Manager, if auployed in Divisions II or III, of their status and their expected date 
of return to nork. In any event, such employes must give notice of their return to 
work by Friday of the week prior to their return to work0
A .TICLE m i l  - LEAVES OF ABSENCE - Cont'd.
SEMIQRI T-PROI ICTIONS-LAYOFFS ARTICLE XX] V
A. EMI -OYES OF STORES FORMERLY OPERATED BY FOOD ARENA, INC. SHALL BE ABSORBED MAY 21, 
1973, I &  SENIORITY jNTO THE LOBLAW BARGAINING UNIT UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
1. THE COMPANY SHALL RECOGNIZE SERVICE WITH FOOD ARENA, INC. FOR PURPOSE 
OF VACATIONS AND OTHER EMPLOYE BENEFITS WHICH MAY BE BASED ON LENGTH 
OF SERVICE.
2. FORMER FOOD i RENA EMPLOYES SHALL HAVE SENIORITY AMONG THEMSELVES BASED 
ON THEIR DATE OF HIRE BY FOOD ARENA.
3. LOBLAW FULL TIME EMPLOYES ON THE PAYROLL 5/21/73 SHALL HAVE SENIORITY 
OVER ALL FORMER FOOD ARENA EMPLOYES.
U FORMER FOOD ARENA FULL TIME EMPLOY! 3 ON THE PAYROLL 5/21/73 SHALL HAVE 
SENIORITY OVER ALL PART TIME EMPLOYES.
5. LOBYAW PART TIME EMPLOYES ON THE PAYROLL 5/21/73 SHALL HAVE SENIORITY 
OVE ALL FORMER FOOD ARENA PART TIME EMPLOYES.
6. CLA, 3IFIED FOOD ARENA EMPLOYES, HEAD CUTTER, FIRST CUTTER, PRODUCE HEAD 
AND EAD CASHIER, SHALL RETAIN THEIR PRESENT POSITIONS.
7. NOT --ATER THAN 12/02/73, POSITION OF ASSISTANT GROCERY MANAGER IN 
STORES FORMERLY OPERATED BY FOOD ARENA SHALL BE FILLED BY SENIOR AND 
QUA JFIED LOBLAW EMPLOYES.
8. LOB AW RATES APPLY EFFECTIVE 9/23/73.
3. Seniority of regular full time employes shall commence as of their starting date 
as full time employes. Seniority of part time employes shall commence as of their 
starting date as part time employes and shall be recognized only among part time em­
ployes of the same store, except in the case of layoff or recall as provided in 
Paragraph "H" of this Article. Employes shall be on probation during their first 
sixty (60) days of employment. A full time employe shall have seniority over all part 
time eir >loyes.
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ARTICLE XXIV - SENIORITY-PR'JMOTIONS-LAYOFFS - Cont'd
C. Seniority rights based on length of service, skill, ability, and efficiency shall 
ti recojjnized. In considering candidates for promotion, if ski LI, ability, and effi­
ciency lire eqi al, then length of service shall govern and the e iploye with the greatest 
length if sen ice shall be promoted. In event of promotion, if, in the opinion of the 
Union, the Coirpany fails to give proper recognition to length of service, the matter 
m y, within th irty (30) days of the date of promotion, be made the subject of a griev­
ance to be acned upon in the manner prescribed in tk.s Agreement.
L For purposes of promotion, seniority shall be considered within each of the Ccm- 
p iny's operating divisions. (Brockport shall be considered as a part of Operating 
D vision I.)
E EMPLOYES PROMOTED OUT OF THE BARGAINING UNIT MAY RETURN WITHIN THREE (3) MONTHS
J S
V TH IMMEDIATE RESTORATION OF SENIOR! T.
} . Employes may refuse a promotion outside their seniority area without affecting their 
£ atus in future promotions. Employes who refuse a promotion within the bargaining unit 
b id within their seniority area, shall go to the bottom of the seniority list as far as 
1 iture promotions are concerned. "Seniority area" f^r the purpose of this paragraph 
f iall mean the areas as defined in Paragraph "G", su o-sections 1 through 7, of this Ar- 
■' Lcle.
( , In :he event of a layoff or recall of a full time employe, seniority shall be con-
f .derec within the following separate units:
1. Erie, Northeast, Pa.
2. Corry, Warren, Pa.
3. Homell, Wellsville, N. Y.
H. Glean, Salamanca, N. Y.,
Bradford, Pa.
5. Albion, Medina, Batavia,
Brockport, N. Y.
6. Dunkirk, FTedonia, Westfield, N. Y.
7. All other stores (Counties of 
Cattaraugus, Erie and Niagara)
The youngest full time employe in the store where a reduction in full time
e oaff o curs, may replace only the youngest full time employe of the same job classi­
fy catio i within the same seniority uni t. However, a Journeyman Cutter or a Meat Cutter
Apprentice, cannot re >lace a grocery cepartm ait employe and likewise, a grocery depart­
ment employe cannot replace a Journeyman Cutter or a Meat Cutter Apprentice. A full
time employe o be laid off may replace a part time employe of the same store only.
H. In the event of a layoff or recall of a part time employe seniority shall be con­
sidered within each District Manager's district.
I. A p r t  time employe to be laid off may replace a younger part time employe in the 
same Di trict Manager's district.
/A: TICLE XXIV - SENIORITY-PROMOTION-LAYOFFS - Cont'd.
J A f>ill tijie emplo re shall be given one (l) week's notice in event of layoff. If 
O! e (1) week's notice is not given, the employe shall receive f ve (5) days pay in lieu 
o ‘ notice. This does not apply in event of reduction from full time to part time.
K Full time employes (excluding employes t jmporarily working full time during vaca- 
t on period or as a replacement for an absent, emplr re), reduced to part time will con- 
t nue to receive their full time hourly rate unless the change is made at the request
0 ’ the tanploye, in which case the rate shall be the appropriate part time rate in ac- 
c rdance with length of service.
L If an employe is called back to work after a l£ roff and does not report within one 
w ak, or if an employe is laid off continuously for a period of twelve (12) months, 
s niority shall be broken. A reduction fror full time to part time shall not be con- 
s dered as an interruption of seniority.
M. When a store is closed the employes of that store who hold classified jobs, i.e.,
H ;ad Cutter, Assistant Grocery Manager, Produce Head and lead Cashier may exercise their 
t >tal Company seniority to replace the least senior employe holding a similar classified 
j,.b in the same pay level within the seniority area. If the total Company seniority of 
the employe flam the closed store is net sufficient to permit a move at the same pay 
level, the employe may, then replace the least senior employe in the next lower level 
again within the same seniority area. The First Cutter may, total Company seniority 
permit-ting, replace the least senior First Cutter in the seniority area.
N. A classified employe, i.e., Head Cutter, First Cutter, Assistant Grocery Manager, 
Produce Head or Head Cashier, who has been reduced ho a non-classified job (either full 
time or part time) as the result of a store closing, will be given the first opportunity 
to return to his or her forler status as openings occur based on total Company seniority 
a ong other similarly reducsd employes in the same seniority area, even though there may 
b other employes in the seniority area with more total Company seniority, but who have 
n ver held classified jobs or who were reduced from classified jobs for a reason other
t an a store closing.
C Temporary replacements of Head Cutter, First Cu .ter, Assistant Grocery Manager,
1 oduce Head and Head Cashier for a period not to e :ceed four (U) weeks shall be handled 
i the following manner:
(a) Reduced First Cutters and reduced Produce Heads within the
seniority area will be used for the positions of First Cutter 
and Produce Head if available
otherwise
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(b) When a temporary replacement for one of the above jobs is 
needed, the senior qualified employe -within the store where 
the replacement is required will be used. Consideration 
will be given in the following order, and will be limited 
within the store to:
1. Pull tine employes
2. Full tine employes reduced to part time
(c) If no qualified replacement is available within the store, 
the replacement will be chosen by seniority from qualified 
employes within the District Manager's district. The em­
ploye so chosen must be advised that the transfer is of a 
temporary nature of not more than four weeks, and that upon 
completion of the temporar" assignment, the employe will be 
returned to the store from which he came.
(d) Replacements for periods of longer than four (U) weeks are 
considered to be promotions and openings will be filled in 
accordance with Article XXIV of this contract.
P , A Hoad Cutter who is demoted for reasons other than a store closing, will be­
come a Journe /man Meat Cutter rather than a First Cutter.
ARTICLE m V  - SENIORITY-PROMOTION-LAYOFFS - Cont'd.
J( B SECURITY ARTICLE XXV *123
A. FOR THE L RATION OF THE CONTRACT, I.E., SEPTEMBER 23, 1973, TO SEPTEMBER 26, 1976,
TEE COMPANY W ILL CONTINUE TO EMPLOY TIE SAME NUMBER OF REGULAR FULL TIME EMPLOYES AS 
WIRE ON THE PAYROLL SEPTEMBER 22, 1973, EXCEPT THAT THIS NUMBER SHALL BE REDUCED BY 
TI E NUMBER OF DEATHS, RETIREMENTS AND VOLUNTARY TERMINATIONS OF REGULAR FULL TIME EM- 
F1 OYES WHICH OCCUR DURING THE TERM OF THIS CONTRACT A^h-if/Oh
1. The provisions of Article XXV, Paragraph "A" above shall not ftothS'oH
apply in the case of:
a. Any strike which affects the Company's operations
or
b. Acts of God
(In the latter case, affeci ed fill I time employes will be given opportunity for 
wirk wh< re possible and practical.)
%bv
2. In the case of store closings full time employes in such stores 
shall be absorbed in stores as close is possible and practical 
to the location of the closed store.
3. Hardship situations will be discussed by the Company at d the 
Union.
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. RTICLE (XV- JOB SECURITY - Cont'd
2;. For the tern of this Agreement, i.e., September 2 1973>
to September 26, 1976, the Corrpany agrees that no new full 
time employes will be hired unless all former full time 
employes of the same job classification who have been re­
duced to part time and who wei3 on the payroll September 22,
1973j and who desire full time employment have been given 
an opportunity for such employment, subject to their a- 
bility to perform avail, ble wo 'k and to seniority.
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS ARTICLE (XVI
Strikes and lockouts of any charac ,er or Tor any reason whatsoever shall be 
outlawec during the term of this Agree nent, provide l the principles of arbitration, 
s '> outlined in this Agreement, are adl jred t >.
GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATION ARTICLE OVII
A. IN CHE EVENT OF ANY DIFFERENCES OR COMPLAINTS O' ER THE INTERPRETATION OR APPLICATION 
OF THIS AGREEMENT, WHICH CANNOT BE SATISFACTORILY SETTLED, EITHER OF THE PARTIES HERETO 
MAY REQ EST ARBITRATION, WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT SUCH DISPUTES, GRIEVANCES AND CON- 
TROVERS] ES MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION CF THE PARTY CONCERNED IN WRITING WITHIN 
THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE INCIDENT OCCURS IP THE INCIDENT IS TO BE CONSIDERED CAUSE 
FOR GRIIVANCE. HOWEVER, GRIEVANCES ON DISCHARGE MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF 
THE EMP10YER WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS OF OCCURRENCE.
B. ANY DISPUTE OVER THE INTERPRETATION OR APPLICATION OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT 
MAY BECCME THE SUBJECT OF CONFERENCE AS FOLLOWS:
1. BETWEEN THE EMPLOYE AND/OR UNION STEWARD AND STORE MANAGER.
2. IN THE EVENT OF THE FAILURE TO ADJUST THE COMPLAINT, THE 
STORE MANAGER AND THE UNION RI :PRESENTATIVE WILL DISCUSS THE 
MATTER.
3. IF THIS DISCUSSION FAILS TO BRING ABO1 T A SATISFACTORY SETTLE­
MENT, THE COMPLAINT SHALL BE DISCUSSEb BY THE EMPLOYER'S 
DISTRICT MANAGER AND THE UNION BUSINE.S AGENT.
h . IF THIS DISCIiSION FAILS TO BRING ABO JT A SATISFACTORY SETTLE­
MENT, THE COFPLAINT SHALL BE PUT IN WRITING AND REFERRED TO 
THE COMPANY LABOR RELATIONS MANAGER.
i
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\5. IN THE EVENT THAT THIS MEETING FAILS TO SATISFACTORILY
SETTLE THE COMPLAINT, IT SHALL BE REFERRED TO ARBITRATION,
C. NOT CE OF INTENT TO ARBITRATE MUST BE GIVEN IN W.ilTING TO THE OTHER PARTY AND THE 
DIFFERE CE OR COMPLAINT SHALL BE STIPULATED IN THE LETTER OF NOTIFICATION. IF THE 
PARTIES ARE UNABLE TO MUTUALLY AGREE UPON AN ARBITRATOR WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS THEREAFTER 
THE FED RAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SEKV 'CE SHALL BE REQUESTED TO FURNISH A LIST OF 
ARBITRA ORS. THE PARTIES SHALL ARRIVE AT T E NAME OF THE ARBITRATOR BY ALTERNATELY 
STRIKIN’ ■ NAMES UNTIL ONLY (l) NAME REMAINS V THE LIST WHO THEN SHALL BE THE ARBITRATOR.
THE ARBITRATOR SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO INTERPRET THE PROVISIONS OF THE AGREE­
MENT; Hi WEVER, HE SHALL NOT BE ENPOWERED WITH THE AT THORITY TO ALTER OR MODIFY THE AGREE­
MENT. r HE DECISION OF THE ARBITRATOR SHALL BE RENttlRED WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF THE 
HEARING AND SHALL BE FINAL A ID BINDING ON T !E EMPLOYER, THE UNION AND THE EMPLOYE. EX­
PENSES, IF ANY, OF THE ARBITRATOR SHALL BE SHARED EQUALLY BY THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNION.
IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED THAT ALL EMPLOYES WITHIN THE BARGAINING UNIT COV­
ERED BY THIS AGREEMENT MUST EXERCISE ALL Of THEIR R]GHTS, PRIVII EGES AND NECESSARY PRO­
CEDURES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, LOCAL UNION I CLAWS ANE INTERNATIONAL UNION CONSTITUTION,
IN THE 3TTLEM5NT OF ANY AND ALL COMPLAINTS AND GRDVANCES FILED BY SUCH EMPLOYE BEFORE 
TAKING NY ACT CON OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF SUCH GRIEV­
ANCES.
ARTICLE XXVII - GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATION - Cont'd.
PENSI01 ARTICLE XXVIII
A. Th< Company agrees to contribute to the Local #3U Retail Food Stores Pension Fund 
the sui of twenty (20£) cents per hour for iach hour worked by each regular full time 
employe coverei by this Agreement, up to a laximum of forty (I4.O ' hours each week. For 
the pin >ose of this paragraph paid •> acatior 1 and paid /holidays /All be considered as 
time wc -ked. THE PENSION CONTRIBUTION RATI SHALL BE INCREASED TO TWENTY-FIVE (2 fy )
CENTS 1 ;R HOUR EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 197U, A ) TO THIRTY (3ty) CENTS PER HOUR EFFECTIVE 
FEBRUAR : 1, 1576.
B. Witli respect to all new full time employes contributions by the Company will com­
mence the first day of the week following the completion of sixty (60) days of continuous 
active employment with the Company or sixty (60) days of continuous active employment in 
the industry.
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ARTICLE m i l l  - PENSION - Cont'd
C. The Local Retail Food Stores Pension Plan must have the continuing approval of 
the Int ?rnal Revenae Service as an exempt Plan. The Company will not be obligated to 
make ar contributions which are not deductible from gross income for federal income 
tax pur oses.
D. The pension contribution shall be used ,o provide an actuarially sound Plan of pen­
sion bei iefits within the determination of a 1 accredited actuary acceptable to both the 
Company and tie Union, and to cover such reasonable expenses as may be incurred in the 
develop lent and operation of the Plan.
E. Eac 1 employe covered by this Agreement shall retire not later than the first day of 
the cal andar month following his sixty-fifth (65th] birthday.
F. Eac l full time employe covered by this Agreement who is presently or who may become 
a membt • of the Company's existing Retirement Plan shall sign a waiver, in a form ac­
ceptable to the Company, releasing the Com] any from all liability under the Company's 
Retirement Plan. The Company shall have tie right to withhold the refund of an employe's 
contribution to the Company Retirement Plan pending receipt of the aforementioned waiver 
form signed by the employe.
G. It i3 agreed that all matters involving pensions not specifically set forth herein 
shall be determined by the provisions of tl s Trust Agreement and the Plan itselfo
HE iLTH AND WELFARE ARTICL XXIX
A. BASED ON T IE ACTIVE PAYROLL DUR NG THE WEEK IN IHICH THE FIRST OF THE MONTH FALLS,
TH5 COMPANY WILL CONTRIBUTE EACH MONTH TO THE LOCAI #3U WELFARE FUND, $5U.60 EFFECTIVE 
1 0 /Ol/73, AND $63.25 EFFECTIVE 10/01/71*, FOR EVERY 'ULL TIME EMPLOYE, AS WELL AS, $10.08 
EFFECTIVE 10/01/73, AND $lU.08 EFFECTIVE 10/01/71*, FOR EVERY PART TIME EMPLOYE. The 
Union wall assume all liability for employe contributions to New York State D.B.L.
B. Con ributions for new full time and part time employes will commence with the firs i 
o the 1 onth following completion of sixty (60) days service.
C . The Company will have representation on the Board of Trustees of the Local #3U Wel­
fare Fu id.
D. THJ COMPANY AGREE 1 TO PAY AN INCREASE OF UP TO 1 %  IN HEALTH AND WELFARE CONTRIBUTIONS 
E  EFF. CT ON 10/0L/73 IF SUCH INCREASE IS NECESSARY BETWEEN OCTOBER 1, 197U AND SEPTEM­
BER 26, 1976 IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN BENEFITS N  EFFECT 10/01/71*.
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IJURY DUir ARTICLE XXX
Pull time employes, when st ’ving as local jurors, will be paid the difference 
between the .mount received as jurors and their normal week's pay. Employes on jury 
duty shall be scheduled "off" on Saturday. If empl< yes on jury duty are excused from 
jury duty sej vice prior to Friday, they shall report for work the following day or 
days, but she II still have Saturday off.
NATIONAL GUAID , ARTICLE XXXI
A. Pull time employes who were full time employes of the Company for at least two (2) 
years on August 1, I960, and also were members of the National Guard or the Reserve, 
shall be given time off for encampment, and the Company shall make up any loss in pay 
for a maximum of two weeks. This applies during the enlistment in effect on August 1, 
I960, and does not apply if the employe re- llists.
Any full time employe with two ( 1 years -ervice, who is required by law to 
serve in the National Guard or the Reserve, shall j so be paid for encampment to a 
maximum of two (2) weeks.
B. An employe shall not be required to have his vacation time off coincide with a pe­
riod of active military service.
STEWARDS ARTICLE XXXII
A. Either fill time or part time employes may be stewards. Employes who are stewards 
shall be the last to be laid off in their job classifications. Stewards shall be limited 
to one (l) per store. The Company is to be notified of the election or appointment of 
stewards.
B. Stewards shall be allowed adequate time, as determined by the Company, to process Cj-f 
grievances•
TRANSFERS ARTICLE I XXIII
A. The right of transfer of employes from store to store shall not be used for purposes 
of disc ’imination or discipline.
B. The Company will discuss with the Business Agent concerned any transfer of a Union 
Steward 'rom one store to another. The matter will be discussed before the transfer is 
nu de.
M AT WRAPPER RESTRICTIONS ARTICLE XXXIV
A. MEAT WRAPIERS ARE NOT TO USE KNIVES EXCEPT FOR LIVEHWURST, CHEESE AND LUNCHEON MEAT 
WIICH C1 JNOT BE RUN THROUGH A SLICER.
2h
ARTICLE XXXIV - MEAT WRAPPER RESTRICTIONS - Cont'd.
B. MEAT WRAPPERS SHALL NOT BE REQUESTED TO OPERATE SAWS OR GRINDERS, EXCEPT WHERE A 
SECOND ( LINDER IS IN THE MARKET FOR CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE. MEAT WRAPPERS MAY CLEAN 
EQUIPMENT PROVIDED IT HAS BEEN DISMANTLED.
COST 01 LIVING ARTICLE XXXV
IF ON SEPTEMBER 21, 1975, THE LATEST PUBLISHED COST OF LIVING AS MEASURED BY 
THE CON JMER PRICE INDEX MAINTAINED BY THE FEDERAL iUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, INDICATESC]/ 
A GREAT 1 PERCENTAGE INCREASE OVER THE LATEST PUBLI: HED INDEX AT THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF / 
THIS CC !RACT SEPTEMBER 23, 1973, (135.1) THAN THE INCREASES IN EACH CONTRACT RATE OVER 
THE RAT 3 IN EFFECT ON SEPTEMBER 22, 1973, THEN AND IN THAT EVENT THE WAGE INCREASES 
WHICH W: TL BE EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 21, 1975, SHALL BE THE SAME PERCENTAGE INCREASE OVER 
1973 AS THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN THE COST OF LIVING INDEX.
TRAINEES AND CO-MANAGERS ARTICLE XXXVI
A. The Company shall be permitted to train employes selected by it in any store depart­
ment. ]t shall be understood that the employe who is in training for a managerial, 
supervi ary or executive position with the Company, shall be a member of the Union and 
shall b( permitted to perform any store operation or work that the Company shall desig­
nate. I at more than ten (10) such trainees will be used at one time in the bargaining 
unit an I they shall not displace any member of the bargaining unit.
B. The Company shall have the right to designate Co-Managers in any stores without re­
strict! m, provided the classification is not used to "erode" the classification of 
Assists t Store Manager. A CO-MANAGER MAY NOT BE A MEMBER OF THE UNION.
LIE PET CTOR-INTERROGATION ARTICLE XXXVII
Employes 3hall not be compelled to take lie detector tests under any circum­
stances without prior approval of the Union and the employe affected. Should employes 
volunts ily submit to such test, they must have a witness present, preferably the Union 
steward ar business representative. The refusal of the Union or the employe affected 
to subir t to any such examination shall not be cause; for discipline or discharge.
OUTSIDE SALESMEN ARTICLE XXXVIII
There shall be no restriction on utside work except that outside salesmen 
may sto- k their own products only.
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CENTRALIZED MEAT CUTTING ARTICLE XXXIX
The Company will discuss sixty (60) days prior to the manning of Jobs in 
any Com any facility in the Buffalo Unit in which the Company plans to establish 
central meat cutting, processing or preparation involving work customarily performed 
by memt rs of the Union.
SERVICE CLERKS ARTICIE XL
"SERVICE CLERKS", WHO WILL NOT BE A PART OF THE BARGAINING UNIT, MAY BE EM- 
PIXDYED N SOME STORES UNDER CONDITIONS SET FORTH BELOW:
1. STORE VOLUME MUST BE $30,000. PER WEE! OR MORE.
2. SERVICE CLERKS MUST BE IDENTIFIED BY EANS OF A BADGE OR 
SOME DISTINGUISHING ARTICLE OF APPAREL.
3. NO MORE THAN FOUR SERVICE CLERKS MAY BE WORKING AT ONE 
TIME IN THE SAME STORE AND THEY MUST WORK ONLY LURING THE 
OPERATING HOURS OF THE STORE. THEY MAY WORK A FEW MIN­
UTES AFTER CLOSING FOR THE PURPOSE OF BRINGING IN STRAY 
SHOPPING CARTS. THE NUMBER OF SERVICE CLERKS BEING USED 
IN A GIVEN STORE IS NOT LIMITED AS LONG AS NO MORE THAN 
FOUR ARE WORKING AT THE SAME TIME.
U. DUTIES WILL BE LIMITED TO:
a. PARCEL AND CARRY-0 JT, INCLUDING CANOPY TO CAR.
b. CART CONTROL.
c. SWEEPING AROUND CHECK-OT TS AND ENTRANCE.
d. CLEANING OF OUTSIDE ARE/3, INCLUDING SIDEWALKS 
AND PARKING LOTS. SNOW REMOVAL AND WASHING 
WOULD GO ALONG WITH THIS.
e. WASH OUTS IDE WINDOWS ONLY AND LOBBY INTERIOR 
WHEIE MOVING OF MERCHANDISE IS NOT REQUIRED.
VENDING MACHINES MAY BE CLEANED.
f. CLEAN REST ROOMS.
g. ST( CK BAG RACKS, INCLUDING BRINGING THE BAGS 
FROM THE STORAGE AREA.
h. RETURN EMPTIES FRCM DESKS TO THE STORAGE AREA.
i. CLEAN ASBIS FROM INCINERATOR AND REMOVE FROM 
STORE. THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE BURNING.
j. CHECK MISSING PRICES FOR CASHIERS.
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A. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 23, 1973, AND SHALL CONTINUE IN
. ....... . ■ - - '
EFFECT UNTIL 12:01 A. M.t S PTEMBER 26, 1976, AND THEREAI TER FOR SUCCESSIVE PERIODS OF 
ONE YEAR EACH, UNLESS TERMINATED BY EITHER PARTY UPON WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE OTHER,
WHICH NOTICE SHAH BE GIVEN NOT LESS THAN SIXTY (60) DAYS PRIOR TO ANY TERMINATION DATE.
B. IN WITNESS WHE EOF, the Company has hereunto caused this instrument to be executed 
by its duly authorized Officer and the Union, duly authorized by its members, has here­
unto caused this iistrument tc be executed by its duly authorized Officers or repre-
S( ntativos this day of _ , 1973.
T MEDIATION ARTICLE XLI
F )R THE COMPANY:
i '3l a w :n c .
Vice President
Warehousing and Transportation
FOR THE UNION:
FOOD STORE EMPLOYES' UNION LOCAL 3h, 
AFFILIATED WITH A.M.C. & B.N.A. 
(A.F.L. - C.I.O.)
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W A S H IN G T O N , D.C. 20212 \  H S
January 8, 1974
Loblaw, Inc.
Labor Relations Department 
678 Bailey Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 1424-0 FEB 2 6 1 9 / 4
Gentlemen:
i
We have in our file of collective bargaining agreements a copy of your agreement(s) 
covering your stores in the Western New York and Northwestern Pennsylvania areas 
and the Amalgmated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America, local #34-.
The agreement we now have on file expired September 1973.
Would you please send us a copy of your current agreement--with any supplements 
(e.g., employee-benefit plans) and wage schedules--negotiated to replace or to 
supplement the expired agreement. If your old agreement has been continued 
without change or if it is to remain in force until negotiations are concluded, 
a notation to this effect on this letter will be appreciated. We would also 
appreciate your sending us copies of your Health, Insurance, and Pension Plans.
In addition, please provide the information requested below. You may return 
this form and your agreement in the enclosed envelope which requires no postage.
I should like to remind you that our agreement file is open to your use, except 
for material submitted with a restriction on public inspection.
Sincerely yours,
Commissioner
PLEASE RETURN THIS LETTER WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE OR AGREEMENTS ) .
If more than one agreement is enclosed, please provide information separately for 
each agreement on the back of this form. (Please Print)
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES NORMALLY COVERED BY AGREEMENT ______________ / £ < & ?
frfS JS H J U V ' - y -  /» a/ D  PA •
Number and location of establishments covered by agreement_______
3. Product, service, or type of business ____L- /=:£V9T'>
4. If previous agreement has been extended without change, indicate new expiration 
date
(Name)
6  7 i  y  A /£ ~ -
(Business addressO
(Position)
/__V. > £ 1 4 / *
(City, State, and ZIP code)
